
VISITOR REGISTRATION

Hello! Before welcoming you physically at Hoek group, we would like to 
share some details with you to make your journey towards our company 
as easy as possible. In this document you will find a route description, 
information about parking and getting your visitor badge when you arrive. 

We are looking forward to your visit and in case you have any questions, 
please do not hesitate to contact us. Warm regards, the Hoek group. 
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ROUTE DESCRIPTION
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Hoek group is located on the terrain of Royal Flora 

Holland Rijnsburg. There are two options to access 

the terrain of Flora Holland Rijnsburg by car. 

1.The first one is via the main entrance, located at: 

Laan van Verhof 3 in the town Rijnsburg. If you access 

the terrain via the main entrance, take the first right 

on the roundabout. Keep on driving (you will pass a 

traffic light at the terrain) straight ahead until you 

see the sign of Hoek group on the side of the building.

2.If you are driving on the A44 motorway (from 

Amsterdam), take exit 7 called Oegstgeest / 

Rijnsburg. Turn right just before the traffic lights, 

which will bring you directly on the terrain of Flora 

Holland. Turn again right and follow the road until you 

see a big sign of Hoek group on the side of the 

building. 

Please be aware that our location is hard to reach by 

public transport. In case you do not have any other 

option, please ask your contact person to arrange 

pickup at the train station of Sassenheim or Leiden 

Central Station. 

Click on the Google maps or Apple maps icon for the 

exact location of Hoek group. 

GOOGLE MAPS APPLE MAPS

LAAN VAN VERHOF 77
2231 DZ, RIJNSBURG

https://goo.gl/maps/VVK6orsnzG91Fkpg7
https://maps.apple.com/?address=Laan%20van%20Verhof%2077,%202231%20DZ%20Rijnsburg,%20Nederland&ll=52.185560,4.458290&q=Laan%20van%20Verhof%2077


PARKING INSTRUCTIONS
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FLORA HOLLAND RIJNSBURG ROAD VISITOR PARKING SPOTS

There is plenty of free parking space available around the building of 
Hoek group. 

The image below shows in green the spaces which are free accessible. 
Also, we have 2 visitor parking spaces available at our main entrance and 
4 visitor spaces at our logistic office.
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On the left hand side of the reception desk you will find our check-in 
system (see image below). Select the button check-in and select “I am a 
visitor”. Now you can scan the QR code which you received per email. A 
visitor badge will be created for you right away. Besides that, also your 
contact person is being contacted automatically and will pick you up at 
the reception desk. 

Please note that it is also important to check yourself out when you exit 
the building. In case of an calamity it is important for our in-house 
emergency services to know who are present in the office. Before you 
leave, please go to our check-in system again and select “Check out”. 
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